
Black-series HEXA LED high-beam with dual position-
light, E-approved 10-30V

E-approved round 7" and 9" LED light beams with dual color position-light in

"neon-effect". Allows you to switch between white and yellow position-light.

Black-series HEXA are E-approved round LED high-beams with dual positon-

light, that emit light around the edges of the lamp with a "neon-effect". That

gives you the possibility to change between white and yellow positions-light

as you feel like it so that it fits your vehicle. 

The high-beams are available as 7" (108W) and 9" (144W). They have a super

bright light. These high beams have an ECE-approved and NOT E-approved

(Off-road / booost) light: 

7" E-approved light: 1356 raw lumen

7" Off-road / boost light: 3600-5800 raw lumen

9" E-approved light: 1798 raw lumen

9" Off-road / boost light: 6500-11000 raw lumen

The off-road function can be activated by turning on the light for 2 seconds,

then turn on/off the light 3 times within 5 seconds. After successful

installation, the lamp will light-up with its off-road function. To go back to

the E-approved light, you will have to turn off the light for 5 seconds and

proceed with the operation above. The lamp / lamps have a memory

function, so that you do not have to install them from scrats.

The lens glass is produced in polycarbonate and the lamp housing is made

of powder-coated aluminum to achieve a sleek design and good cooling for

the LEDs.

The supplied brackets are manufactured in stainless steel. The lamps also

come with a suitable DT Deutsch-plug and fitting counterpart, which makes

the installation much easier.

Black: Minus / -

Red: High-beam

White: White position-light

Yellow: Yellow position-light

Buy online at www.matronics.eu/24606545

https://www.matronics.eu//products/datasheet/24606545


Product overview

7" - 60W - 5800lm
SKU 24606545
LEDs: 18 x 6W
Voltage: 10-30V DC
Consumption: 108W
Operating temperature: – 40°C to +60°C
Lumen effective: 5800lm
Reference: 25
Kelvin: 5700K
Lifetime: 50000 hours
Dimensions: 70,56 x Ø176,54 x 165,95mm

9" - 120W - 11000lm
SKU 24606546
Dimensions: 83,5 x Ø232,76 x 217,63mm
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